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Identity



The Bread Box & More
I was challenged with creating guerrilla marketing for a local business. keeping with the bread box's family customer base, foam bread slices were designed to be given out at local school events. I chose a vintage 

style for their identity to reflect their usage of old time traditions.

sarah dunn // identityLogo + guerrilla marketing
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S & S Power LLC
S & S Power Llc supplies power to southeast oklahoma. They wanted new branding starting with their logo and applying that identity to their business card and safety manual. Three logos were created that 

shared the same concept and could be used interchangeably. The design uses a limited color palette and a texture with a hand-crafted feel to it.

sarah dunn // identityLogo + business card + Manual cover



Zapp Educational Handheld
The zapp logo was created as part of the branding of a conceptual product with children as the target demographic. The typography has an outer space influence and is kept playful with the demographic in 

mind. The type also mimics the material of the plastic handheld.

sarah dunn // identityproduct concept + Logo 



Soundbox Records
The branding for soundbox records, a fictitious hip-hop music label, was intended to be informal and have a distressed, worn quality. The goal of the imagery was that it would be able to stand alone without a 

typographic element on promotional pieces if needed.

sarah dunn // identityLogo
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Collection of Logos
Various logos i have created for local companies, individuals, and events. Some are student logos while others are professional logos. 

sarah dunn // identityRobert Zachry Home Builders + Okemah fall harvest festival + resonance broadband + crawford county library system
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Personal Branding
My overall inspiration for the redesigning of personal branding was that of vintage design. I wanted my color scheme to be lively and catch one's attention. much thought was put into the typeface chooses. I 

love type with subtle details, something that makes it memorable. cohesiveness was created overall through shapes and patterns.

sarah dunn // identityLogo + business card + Resume + envelope



POSTERS



Vedera Gig Poster
Vedera is a rock band out of kansas city. The poster was conceptualized around the lead singer's soaring vocals with a flight theme. The gig poster had the limitation of being three colors with the intention of it 

being screenprinted. I decided to make the poster truly look screenprinted. Hand-rendered text was created to complement the imperfect nature of the design.

sarah dunn // posters



UAFS International Festival Poster
in this student project, the class was challenged with a team project. our goal was to convey cultural diversity, which we accomplished through the usage of masks from varies countries and a headline. which 

supported our theme. Attendance was a concern for the event and the client wanted their poster to be attention grabbing. Thus, we decided on a bright and lively color scheme.

sarah dunn // posters
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Advertisements



Advil Unique Ad Space
For this advil ad, a unique placement was a requirement. I chose stairs since they directly relate to the product. I looked at this project from the perspective of someone with knee pain. With each step, the 

symptoms get worse. Intense colors were used to convey pain and imagery was created to convey each symptom.

sarah dunn // advertisements



Rubbermaid Interactive Magazine Ad
the product for this advertisement is rubbermaid's glass containers. I was challenged with creating an interactive ad. I chose to focus on the product's selling point of going straight from the fridge to the 

microwave. the viewer flips a half-page revealing the container now in the microwave. the typography and colors were kept simple to let the imagery be the focus.

sarah dunn // advertisements



WD-40 Magazine Ad
for this ad, i was challenged with writing 100 headlines before choosing just one. the headline chosen plays on wd-40's ability to silence noises made by hinges, etc. the ad was kept simple allowing for heavy 

emphasis to be placed on the headline and product. 

sarah dunn // advertisements

mute button

CREAK, CREAK! 
That dreaded sound. 
Don’t risk waking those 
peaceful sleepers. Use 
WD-40® on all the hinges 
in your home. You’ll never 
again have to put up with 
all that unwanted noise.

For more information 
on all of our many 
products visit:

WD-40.com



Print Collateral



Rita Rims Mailer
rita rims is located in oklahoma city and produces pre-rimmed disposable party cups. they wanted to expand their target demographic to california college students at the beach. the theme was that of a party 

on the beach. the colors were kept fun and vibrant. the design elements have a distinct california influence. the handwritten style of the typography echoes the laid back feel of the ad.

sarah dunn // print collateral

You’re Invited!!

VISIT 
RITARIMS.COM/SUMMERCELEBRATION 
FOR DETAILS ON HOW YOU CAN INCREASE YOUR MIX SALES.

Be the First to the PARTY
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ORDER TODAY!
RITARIMS.COM/SUMMERCELEBRATION
405.826.5702

Your Customers will Love

Case Pack 25 each 12 Pack Cartons $5.84 per box SRP $11.99
Case Pack 12 each 12 Pack Cartons $5.97 per box SRP $11.99

Mixed Pack: A mixed carton containing boxes of both Salt & Lime and Strawberry & Sugar flavors. Please 
specify the quantities of each flavor. Your order must total 25 boxes. $5.97 per box SRP $11.99.

Wholesale Only – Business with Sales Tax Exemption Certificate.

One FREE Poster with your first order!

Available in:

Salt & Lime Rim Cups
Great for Margaritas, Favorite Beer, 

Salty Dogs, Bloody Mary’s and Limeades

Strawberry & Sugar Rim Cups
Perfect for Daiquiris, Lemonades, 

Limeades, Juice and Punch
P.O. Box 13060
Oklahoma City, OK 73113 1060

Customer Testimonial

“
”

We have carried the Rita Rims in all of our stores for over 8 years. We are 
very happy with the product, the return of customers coming in to buy them 
and buying the margarita products while they are here. This is not an item 
that customers only purchase one time. I would say 90% of our customers that 
have purchased these cups will be a returning customer.

         — Kathy Hale, Pinkie’s Liquor Stores



Visitng Angels Mailer
Visitings angels provides non-medical senior care to the oklahoma city/yukon area. they needed a mailer for their "night on the town" giveaway. i was challenged with giving their mailer a fresh look and still 

keeping with their current branding. the overall design is intended to be calming and give a sense of reliability. 

sarah dunn // print collateral

713 S. Mustang Rd.
Yukon, OK 73099

America’s Choice in HomecareAmerica’s Choice in Homecare

Call Today!! 405.350.6700

Visiting Angel’s understands the demands 
of caring for elderly loved ones. Relax and 

Rest easy knowing that a caring, experienced 
Visiting Angel’s Caregiver is here to assist any 

time day or night. 

We Offer: 
Meal Preparation • Medication Reminders

Hygene Assistance • 24 hr Live-in Homecare

www.visitingangels.com

America’s Choice in Homecare

www.visitingangels.com

Must call to enter before: 6/30/13 and eligibility of service

We will provide someone to sit with your loved one 
while you and a companion enjoy a worry free 

night on the town. 

Call in Today at 405.350.6700
with the Promo Code: (ANGELS WAITING) for a Chance to Win a

Night on the Town
at Mahogony Steak House



Illustration



Antoine de Saint–Exupéry Book Set
for this book set, i was challenged with choosing three books by the same author and unifying them into a set. i chose this author for his blend of imaginative storytelling and his own aviation adventures. the 

illustration technique used on the books mimics the hand-painted book covers of the past. Each of the front covers has a central element creating cohesiveness as a set.

sarah dunn // ILLUSTRATION


